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AdAptive Algos

AMBUsH® discretely probes the market for swift execution of an order. 

getdoNe (oplX) Aggressive, liquidity seeking algorithm that attempts to complete 
orders quickly and efficiently via both dark pools and visible 
markets. 

iNstiNCt® particularly suitable for small and mid-cap names; will respond  
to real-time liquidity events to optimize participation and limit 
order placement.

sCHedUliNg Algos

vWAp executes an order over a specified time interval to achieve a  
volume-weighted average execution price. 

tWAp (CloCK) executes an order in equally-sized slices over a specified time 
interval to achieve a time-weighted average execution price. 

pov tracks market volume to ensure a specified target  
participation rate.

ARRivAl Algos

sMARt dMA (WAlK) exhausts liquidity at each price level up to the limit price of the 
order and then posts any residual quantity over multiple venues.

i/s (opl) Uses market impact estimates to schedule a trade in order to 
minimize implementation shortfall.

Qis Minimizes implementation shortfall using proprietary market 
impact model.

CRossiNg Algos

BloCKseeKeR  
(Active, Passive, Aggressive)

dark pool aggregator that uses crossing networks, hidden order 
types, and anti-gaming pricing logic to stealthily execute an order.

sCAliNg Algos

MoMeNtUM increases participation rate as price moves away from arrival price.

ReveRsioN increases participation rate as price moves in your favor.

AUCtioN Algos

QMoC executes an order into the close to minimize market impact and 
time risk.
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AmbUSh®

WHAt it does

Aggressive, liquidity-seeking algorithm �  that attempts to 
complete orders via both dark pools and visible markets.

Monitors order impact vs. historical volatility �  to tune  
order placement timing. 

takes liquidity without posting displayed orders � .

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

Aggression Strategy aggressiveness level. neutral

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Limit prices are recommended. �

execution mode affects wait time sensitivity. �

does not participate at the open or at the close. �

default is no posting but configuration to post is available. �

Participation can be high if liquidity is present. �

Order completion is not guaranteed. �

tRy UsiNg: … when trying to increase or decrease a 
position quickly. 

… to extract liquidity without leaving a footprint. … as an alternative to getdoNe if more concerned 
with price impact than order completion.



WHAt it does

Aggressive, liquidity-seeking algorithm  � that attempts to 
complete orders via both dark pools and visible markets. 

   � extremely responsive to changes in stock price and  
available liquidity.

  � tries to complete on the offer (when buying) if available 
liquidity permits.

 Continues to seek out liquidity on the offer using aggressive  �

slices if the order cannot be completed immediately.

passive component will peg to the bid �  if the order cannot be 
completed immediately.

 intelligently manages the display size  � if the user does not 
provide that parameter.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order com-
mences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

Aggression Level of urgency for the order. Medium

display size Maximum share quantity to 
display in the market (set to 
zero (0) for no Posting).

Merrill-determined

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

Crossing exposes order to dark pool 
execution. configurable.

Yes

peRfoRMANCe Notes

 Works well under all types of market conditions. �

Particularly effective if you need to be done quickly in a  �

volatile or fast-moving market.

Offers performance improvements over a straight “at market”  �

or “dMA” strategy, particularly where the order is large  
relative to available liquidity.

tRy UsiNg: … when you need to be done quickly. … the No-post option to minimize your footprint.

… tighter limit prices for less liquid names.

… with crossing parameters to access dark pools.

… as an alternative to Ambush if more concerned with 
order completion.
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gETDonE (opl-X) - Quick, Efficient Execution
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inSTinCT®

WHAt it does

takes advantage of liquidity events �  in an opportunistic 
fashion.

Monitors real-time price �  and speeds up or slows down  
based on price movement.

follows a minimum target completion rate �  based  
on execution mode.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

Aggression Strategy aggressiveness level. neutral

Max % of 
volume

Maximum participation rate.

Complete today forces completion of an 
instinct order.

Off

Auction  
participation

Participate on Open.

Participate on close.

Yes

no

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Well suited for small and mid cap names. �

does not participate at the close. �

Order completion is not guaranteed. �

Maximum participation rates are configurable. �

tRy UsiNg: … when trying to reduce market impact 
but keen to exploit liquidity bursts. 

… when trading stocks with inconsistent  
liquidity patterns.

… when you don’t need to be complete today.



WHAt it does

executes an order over a specified time interval   �

to achieve vWAp.

schedules a trade according to the historical and   �

predicted volume and volatility profile of the  
individual stock.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

Max % of volume Maximum participation rate. no default

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

Crossing exposes order to dark pool 
execution. configurable.

MLXn-only

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Works well under normal market conditions. �

use with caution in volatile markets where actual   �

volume patterns may differ greatly from historical  
patterns, as this may increase price variance to VWAP.

Benchmark performance improves in names with   �

tighter spreads and more predictable volume patterns.

Generally, VWAP performs better and has higher crossing  �

rates over longer trading periods.

Market slices are randomized based on stock-specific  �

profiles.

Volume profiles are adjusted for special trading days   �

such as options expiry.

tRy UsiNg: … when you have no directional view.

… when urgency is not a factor.

…  when you have larger orders that need to 
complete, but want to minimize impact.

…  with crossing parameters to access dark pools (may 

cause the order to complete early).
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vWAp – volume-Weighted Average price



WHAt it does

executes an order in equally-sized slices over a specified  �

time interval. 

determines slice interval based upon duration of the  �

entire order.

order duration slice every

< 15 minutes 1 minute

15-29 minutes 3 minutes

> 30 minutes 5 minutes

peRfoRMANCe Notes

can be configured to slice either more or less granularly  �

than the standard slicing interval.

A good choice when volumes are either abnormal   �

or uncertain.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order 
expires.

user Local Time

Max % of volume Maximum participation rate. no default

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

Crossing exposes order to dark pool 
execution. configurable.

MLXn-Only

tRy UsiNg:  …  when you want to spread out an order over 
a specified time frame, but do not want to 
track stock-specific volume patterns.

…  when you have no directional view and you want 
time-based participation rather than VWAP.

… to unwind a stock vs. a futures position.

…  for basket trading, to maintain dollar neutrality over time.

…  with crossing parameters to access dark pools  
(may cause the order to complete early).
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TWAp (CloCK) – Time-Weighted Average price



WHAt it does

 tracks market volume to ensure a specified target   �

participation rate.

Manages orderly “catch-up” on block prints or excessive  �

volume to reduce potential impact.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

 Works well in many different types of market conditions. �

 Performs best on names with tighter spreads and higher  �

trade frequency.

 ensures participation during price moves in a relatively  �

fast-moving market.

 Tightly constrained by volume traded in the market and  �

quickly responds to printed volume.

 May sacrifice price improvement opportunities for more  �

rigid volume tracking.

 Order may not complete by end of day. �

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

target % of 
volume

Target participation rate 
(required value).

no default

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

Crossing exposes order to dark pool 
execution. configurable.

MLXn-Only

speed Up Price level at which participation 
will increase.

no default

tRy UsiNg: …  when you want to maintain a specific  
participation rate over the duration  
of the order.

…  speed-up parameters to adjust the  
participation rate.

…  with crossing parameters to access dark pools 
(will increase overall participation rate).
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pov – percent of volume



WHAt it does

  � starting at the inside, exhausts both displayed and reserve 
liquidity at each price level up to the limit price of the order.

  � intelligently posts any residual quantity across multiple 
venues as determined by various factors, including:

current Opposite Side Liquidity -

Venue Market Share -

Average Queue Time -

Redistributes residual posted share quantities   �

dynamically, as executions occur.

optional dark pool access. �

peRfoRMANCe Notes

 Merrill’s most aggressive strategy. �

 Works well in many different types of market conditions. �

especially useful in fast markets where more complete  �

control of orders is desired.

 May be configured for pre- and post-market trading from  �

7:30am to 5:30pm eST. Limits are required when trading 
outside of regular market hours.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

trading session Supports day, pre-open,  
& after hours.

day

sCAN Scan dark pools for 
midpoint liquidity before 
crossing the spread.

Yes

display size Maximum share quantity to 
display in the market (set to 
zero (0) for no Posting).

Merrill-determined

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

tRy UsiNg: …  if you want the order to be done  
as quickly as possible.

…  as a better alternative to dMA via one  
specific destination.

… limit prices where impact may be a concern.

… when you are  cleaning up residuals.

…  the “sCAN” option to seek out dark pool liquidity  
at the midpoint.
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SmArT DmA (WAlK) – Smart order routing Strategy



WHAt it does

 Uses market impact estimates to schedule a trade �  in order 
to minimize implementation shortfall.

 Makes use of historical and predicted stock specific  �

volume and volatility profiles.

dynamically adjusts trade schedule �  according to actual 
market conditions.

  � May have multiple child orders “laddered” on the book 
based on volatility and average queue time.

 determines the optimal trading duration �  if no end time is 
provided.

 seeks to complete all orders by end of day �  in the absence 
of a limit price or volume constraint.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

 Well-suited to both normal and trending markets.  �

 Adjusts well to intra-day changes in volume and  �

volatility patterns. 

 Performs well in stocks with larger bid/offer sizes  �

because the strategy also considers average 
length of time on the book.

Price improvement component is particularly  �

effective for more volatile names.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order commences execution. user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

Aggression Level of urgency for the order. 
Approx. Participation Rate: 
low -10%, Medium -20%, High -30%

Medium

Min % of vol Minimum participation rate. Optional

Max % of vol Maximum participation rate. Optional

Auction 
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

Crossing exposes order to dark pool  
execution. configurable.

MLXn-Only

speed Up Price level at which participation will increase. no default

tRy UsiNg: …  to balance price impact with opportunity costs.

…  as an “in-line” alternative to vWAp when you 

don’t have a directional view.

…  when willing to sacrifice rigid tracking of 
volume (pov strategy) for more opportunities 

for price improvement.

… speed-up parameters to adjust the participation rate.

…  with crossing parameters to access dark pools.
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i/S (opl) – implementation Shortfall



WHAt it does

Uses Merrill lynch proprietary market impact estimates  �

to schedule a trade in order to minimize implementation 
shortfall.

trades in discontinuous bursts. �

dynamically adjusts trade schedule, speed, and order  �

book strategy according to actual market conditions.

May have multiple child orders “laddered” on the book �  
based on volatility and average queue time.

determines the optimal trading duration �  if no end time is 
provided.

seeks to complete all orders by end of day �  in the absence 
of a limit price or max % volume.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Well-suited to both normal and trending markets. �

Adjusts well to intra-day changes in volume and   �

volatility patterns. 

front-loads a large percentage of the order at the  �

start of the trade to minimize opportunity cost.

Performs well in stocks with larger bid/offer sizes  �

because the strategy also considers average 
length of time on the book.

Price improvement component is particularly  �

effective for more volatile names.

tRy UsiNg: …  to minimize the impact for orders which 
are a large percentage of average daily 
volume and must be completed.

… from middle of trading session onward. …  in the final hour of the trading day.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order commences execution. user Local Time

end time Time of day the order expires. user Local Time

Aggression Level of urgency for the order. 
Approx. Participation Rate: 
low -10%, Medium -20%, High -30%

Medium

Min % of vol Minimum participation rate. Optional

Max % of vol Maximum participation rate. Optional

Auction 
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

Yes
no

Crossing exposes order to dark pool execution. 
configurable.

MLXn-Only

speed Up Price level at which participation will increase. no default
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QiS – Quantitative implementation Shortfall



WHAt it does

Uses crossing networks including MlXN and hidden order  �

types to stealthily execute an order.

initially, orders are split between pools based on venue- �

specific historical and real-time statistics. Quantities are 
reallocated as executions are received.

Uses short-term volume and volatility statistics �  to protect 
against gaming.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

default pricing is either midpoint or better. �

fill rate will vary based on the chosen mix of dark pools   �

and ecn hidden order types.

Limits are advisable in volatile markets. �

does not participate in the opening or closing auction. �

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order  
expires.

user Local Time

Min Cross Qty Minimum fill size per  
execution.

none

MlXN-only Order to be filled via MLXn only. disabled

Clean-up Residual shares or percent of 
order quantity to complete the 
order in the visible market.

Odd Lots Only

tRy UsiNg: …  if you are concerned about price impact. …  in illiquid names or with larger positions in 

liquid names.

…  when you don’t need to be complete.

…  immediately after the open, when dark pool  volumes 

are at their peak.
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bloCKSEEKEr (passive mode) – Dark pool Aggregator



WHAt it does

Uses crossing networks including MlXN and hidden order  �

types to stealthily execute an order.

Responds to significant liquidity events in the displayed  �

marketplace. Triggers are:
excess volume traded vs. moving average -

excess size displayed vs. moving average   -
of opposite quote size

Never posts in the visible market. �

When a liquidity event occurs, the strategy will take   �

up to 80% of the total size displayed at the inside.

Uses short-term volume and volatility statistics �   
to protect against gaming.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

fill rate will vary based on the chosen mix of dark pools   �

and ecn hidden order types.

Limits are advisable in volatile markets. �

does not participate in the opening or closing auction. �

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order  
expires.

user Local Time

Min Cross Qty Minimum fill size per  
execution.

none

Clean-up Residual shares or percent of 
order quantity to complete the 
order in the visible market.

Odd Lots Only

tRy UsiNg: …  if you are concerned about price impact but  
don’t want to risk missing significant liquidity  
opportunities in the visible markets. 

…  in illiquid names or with larger positions in 

liquid names.

…  when you don’t need to be complete.

…  immediately after the open, when dark pool volumes 
are at their peak.
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bloCKSEEKEr (Active mode) – opportunistic liquidity Taker



WHAt it does

Aggressively takes liquidity in both dark and visible pools �  
while limiting market impact.

Never posts in the visible market. �

Reduces participation rate �  if market impact occurs.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Suitable for use throughout the day. �

fill rate will vary based on the chosen mix of dark pools   �

and ecn hidden order types.

Limits are advisable in volatile markets. �

Will participate in the opening auction. �

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time Time of day the order  
commences execution.

user Local Time

end time Time of day the order  
expires.

user Local Time

Min Cross Qty Minimum fill size per dark 
execution.

none

Clean-up Residual shares or percent of 
order quantity to complete the 
order in the visible market.

Odd Lots Only

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.

Participate On close.

Yes

no

tRy UsiNg: …  when stealthy execution is desirable but urgency is a factor. …  as a more aggressive alternative when looking to complete inline.
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bloCKSEEKEr (Aggressive mode) – Stealthy Execution



MoMeNtUM™
WHAt it does

Uses �  market impact estimates to schedule a trade in order to minimize  
implementation shortfall.

increases participation rate �  as price moves away from arrival price.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Works best in trending markets or when significant news hits the tape   �

and traders rush to initiate or cover positions.

There are no user controls for this strategy. �

ReveRsioN™
WHAt it does

Uses market impact estimates to schedule a trade  � in order to minimize  
implementation shortfall.

increases participation rate  � as price moves in your favor.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Works best in oscillating markets or when low liquidity causes price   �

fluctuation in the absence of news.

There are no user controls for this strategy. �

tRy UsiNg: tRy UsiNg:…  when you perceive price momentum in the stock. …  when you expect the price of the stock to revert to an  
earlier level after temporary dislocation.
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momEnTUm  |  rEvErSion



WHAt it does

executes an order into the close  � to minimize market 
impact and time risk.

Uses the volatility and liquidity characteristics of the stock  �

to schedule a trade that strikes a balance between variance 
to the closing price and market impact.

peRfoRMANCe Notes

Will participate in the closing auction if orders are   �

received before the on-close cut off times (15:40 for Listed, 
15:50 for OTc).

May not be suitable where closing volumes or price   �

levels are expected to be particularly volatile,  
e.g., index re-weighting events.

Volume profiles are adjusted for special trading days,   �

such as options expiry.

UseR CoNtRols

Name description default

start time earliest possible time to start 
execution.

Merrill-determined

MoC-only Trade entire order quantity in 
the closing auction.

no

Aggression Level of urgency for the order–
Trade early, Standard, Late.

Standard

Auction  
participation

Participate On Open.
Participate On close.

no
Yes

tRy UsiNg: …  a limit price to control impact  
(risk of residuals).

…  to manage impact when benchmarked to the 
close in less liquid names.

…  when you miss the on-close cut-off time, but remain 

benchmarked to the closing price.
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QmoC - Quantitative market on Close



These terms and conditions apply to and govern the Merrill Lynch 
sales and marketing materials (the “Materials”) to which they 
are appended or associated. The Materials are designed to serve 
as a general summary of the trading services and products that 
Merrill Lynch may offer from time-to-time. The Materials are 
provided to you solely for informational purposes by Merrill Lynch. 
The Materials are not intended to constitute advertising or advice 
of any kind. Merrill Lynch makes no representation, warranty or 
guarantee, express or implied, concerning the Materials and their 
contents, including whether the Materials and their contents 
(which may include information and statistics obtained from third 
party sources) are accurate, complete or current. In addition, 
Merrill Lynch will not be responsible or liable, whether directly or 
indirectly, for any losses, including loss of profits, damages, costs, 
claims or expenses, relating to or arising from your reliance upon 
any part of the Materials. The descriptions in the Materials are not a 
guarantee that any particular service or product will be available for 
your use, nor are the descriptions a guarantee that any service or 
product will perform in accordance with such descriptions or help 
you to achieve particular results. Before determining to use any 
service or product offered by Merrill Lynch, you should consult with 

your independent advisors to review and consider any associated 
risks and consequences. Merrill Lynch does not render any 
opinion regarding legal, accounting, regulatory or tax matters. The 
Materials do not constitute an offer or agreement, or a solicitation 
of an offer or agreement, to enter into any particular contractual 
relationship with Merrill Lynch. Any use of the trading services 
and products offered by Merrill Lynch must be preceded by your 
acceptance of binding legal terms and conditions. The Materials 
are confidential, for your private use only, and may not be shared 
with others. Any reproduction or distribution of the Materials by you 
must be authorized in advance by Merrill Lynch in writing.

Certain of the trading services and products referred to herein are 
provided by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated 
and/or Banc of America Securities LLC, members of FINRA/SIPC, 
and by other affiliates of Bank of America Corporation. For other 
important legal terms governing the use of this document please 
see: http://www.ml.com/legal_info.htm. Ambush® and Instinct® 
are trademarks or registered trademarks of Bank of America 
Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. © 2009 Bank of 
America Corporation.

terms and Conditions




